arguing that New Mexico mattered in the era's national context more than previously thought, Kiser reflects on why and how the United States took it. The answer is often far from straightforward, in part because of powerful independent Apache and Navajo polities challenged the invasion and because Texas and California so clearly outshined New Mexico in the eyes of settlers, prospectors, businessmen, and politicians. Kiser proposes that New Mexico's value was its geographical location. In order to have California, globalize the American economy, and challenge European powers in Asia, the expansionist United States needed New Mexico as a connecting thoroughfare. This interpretation underlines the role of the federal government, especially the military, and it convincingly positions New Mexico as an object pursued by rival Northern and Southern brands of settler colonialism (free soil vs. slavery).
For uncovering the interconnected processes of the American invasion, Kiser starts by examining transnational trade. Fur trappers and merchants using the Santa Fe Trail successfully oriented New Mexico's economy toward a continental network the United States increasingly controlled. They not merely made locals dependent on American commerce, while loosening ties with Mexico City, but also initiated cultural linkages via acculturation and intermarriages. This, Kiser argues, enabled the seemingly peaceful invasion by Stephen W. Kearny's army in 1846, the subject of Chapter 2. Yet the invasion remained contested, as indicated in the way locals quickly rebelled against the American occupation.
It is regrettable that the invaders' voices so clearly trump local indigenous or Hispanic perspectives in this work, and that the readers get relatively little on how the invaded felt about or rationalized their actions and what was going on. This can be seen resulting from the purpose of the book; to explain the U.S. takeover in a national context, and from the reliance on English language sources. Still, for some readers centering the white invaders may seem a bit one-sided and problematic.
As might Kiser largely sidestepping how active indigenous raiding in the 1840s facilitated the U.S. 
